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BBB remains operational and focuses on serving our business community. BBB remains operational and focuses on serving our business community and consumers throughout this crisis. Please check the resources available to you BBB.org/coronavirus. Some of the sources of information on which BBB is based are
temporarily unavailable. Also, many businesses are closed, suspended or do not function as usual and are unable to respond to complaints and other requests. BBB information and business profiles reflect the latest information available to us. We appreciate your patience as we and everyone in our communities focus
on dealing with this crisis. Location of this business292 Eureka St, Batesville, MS 38606-2631BBB file opened:9/29/2005Mr. William Turner, PrincipalMr Owner. William Turner, Contact Customer Owner. William Turner, OwnerEmail AddressesPrimaryRead more business detailsLocates of this Business292 Eureka St,
Batesville, MS 38606-2631BBB Archive Opened:9/29/2005Mr. William Turner, PrincipalMr Owner. William Turner, Contact Customer Owner. William Turner, OwnerEmail AddressesPrimaryRead More Business DetailsBBB Business Profiles cannot be replicated for sales or advertising purposes. BBB Business Profiles
are provided exclusively to help you exercise your best judgment. BBB asks third parties who post complaints, reviews and/or responses on this website to confirm that the information provided is accurate. However, BBB does not verify the accuracy of the information provided by third parties and does not guarantee the
accuracy of the information in Business Profiles. BBB business profiles generally cover a three-year reporting period. BBB business profiles are subject to change at any time. If you choose to do business with this business, let the company know that you have contacted BBB for a BBB Profile.As policy issue, BBB does
not support any product, service or business. BBB reports well-known market practices. See What BBB says About professional onBB profiles may not be replicated for sales or promotion purposes. BBB Business Profiles are provided exclusively to help you exercise your best judgment. BBB asks third parties who post
complaints, reviews and/or responses on this website to confirm that the information provided is accurate. However, BBB does not verify the accuracy of the provided by third parties and does not guarantee the accuracy of the information in Business Profiles.When examining complaint information, take into account the
size and volume of the company's transactions and understand that the nature of a company's complaints and responses to them are often more important than the number of complaints. BBB business profiles generally cover general reference period. BBB business profiles are subject to change at any time. If you
choose to do business with this business, let the company know that you have contacted BBB for a BBB Profile.As policy issue, BBB does not support any product, service or business. Currently, there are no comments on 'T N T Devices'. Be the first to write a review about them! CCPAMajor Device Refinishing &amp;
Repair, Important Devices Be the First to Review! Contact the company for updated hours/services due to COVID-19 advisory. On your side? Customize this page. Claim this businessBB RetastingHoursRegulaire HoursMon - Fri:8:30 am Links ://tntappliance.com . - 5:30 p.m. People also sawGary Duncan Company
Services Company
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